This article provides a systems framework for the analysis of cortical and subeortical interactions in the control of saccadic eye movements, A major thesis of this model is that a topography of saccade direction and amplitude is preserved through multiple projections between brain regions until they are finally transformed into a temporal pattern of activity that drives the eyes to the target. The control of voluntary saccades to visual and remembered targets is modeled in terms of interactions between posterior parietal cortex, frontal eye fields, the basal ganglia (caudate and substantia nigra), superior colliculus, mediodorsal thalamiu, and the saccade generator of the brainstem. Interactions include the modulation of eye movement motor error maps by topographic inhibitory projections, dynamic remapping of spatial target representations in saccade motor error maps, and sustained neural activity that embodies spatial memory. Models of these mechanisms implemented in our Neural Simulation Language simulate behavior and neural activity described in the literature, and suggest new experiments.
The saccade eye movement system has been a useful model for studying how spatial information is transformed in the brain from a retinotopic coordinate system to the appropriate temporal discharge pattern of the motor plant. It is now well established that this gaze control system involves the activity of many cortical and subeortical regions. Neural network models provide tools for understanding the cooperative nature of computation in the saccadic system and the multiple representations on which it acts. Our modeling identifies relevant constraints from anatomy, electrophysiology, and lesion studies within the context of primate oculomotor behavior, and then implements these constraints in a model and computer simulation.
Lesion studies as well as stimulation studies have demonstrated that either the frontal eye fields (FEF) or the superior colliculus (SC) is sufficient for commanding the execution of saccades (Schiller and Sandell, 1983; Keating and Gooley, 1988) . FEF is reciprocally interconnected with the posterior parietal cortex (PP), another higher center involved in saccades (Gnadt and Andersen, 1988) . These two cortical regions project to the SC, whose activity drives in part the saccade generator (SG) in the brainstem. In addition, the SC receives a projection from FEF through the basal ganglia, which play a role in the disinhibition of SC and thalamus for saccades and spatial memory Hikosaka and Wurtz, 1983d; Ilinsky et al., 1985; Goldman-Rakic, 1987) . This article models for the first time the interaction of these brain structures in the execution of voluntary saccades in primate. We consider saccade experiments in which the monkey is seated in a primate chair with its head fixed and eyes free to move. Illuminated fixation points and saccade targets are presented on a visual screen in front of the primate (see Fig. 1 ). The type of data we seek to explain is summarized as follows:
1. Simple saccade (Mays and Sparks, 1980; Hikosaka and Wurtz, 1983a) . In the simple saccade task, the monkey fixates a spot of light (fixation point) that later disappears as another spot of light (target point) appears in another location. The monkey is rewarded for making a saccade to the new target at its onset ( Fig. 1/1) . fixation point, a peripheral saccade target point is briefly illuminated. The monkey is trained to make a saccade to the location of the previously flashed target following the removal of the fixation point ( Fig. IB) . 3. Double saccades (Mays and Sparks, 1980) . In this task, following offset of the initial fixation point (F), targets A and B are successively presented (Fig.  1C) . The total duration of their presentation is less than the time required to initiate the first saccade. Reward is contingent on successive saccades from F to A and then to B. In the double saccade, target B is not visible during and after the saccade to A. Thus, the representation of target B in a motor error map would move as B itself would move across the retina were it visible during the saccade to A.
The simple saccade task allows us to study the topographic relations between sensory and motor areas, including the inhibitory projections that manage motor field activities during the implementation of saccades. The memory saccade task is used to study the cortical and subcortical activity that sustains spatial memory. The double saccade task is used to study the dynamic remapping of target representations to compensate for intervening movements. The model also reproduces data from stimulation experiments such as those on compensatory saccades, and from cortical and collicular lesion studies:
4. Compensatory saccades (Sparks and Mays, 1983 ). In the compensatory saccade task, a visual target is briefly presented and removed before a saccade can begin. Prior to the targeting saccade, an electrical stimulus (applied to SC or FEF) is used to generate a saccade to a different location. The subject then generates a saccade to the original target location, compensating for the intervening stimulated movement.
5. Lesion studies (Schiller and Sandell, 1983; Keating and Gooley, 1988) . The respective roles of FEF and SC are studied by combinations of cooling and ablation of one or both structures and then attempting compensatory and simple saccades.
A preliminary version of this report has appeared in Dominey and Arbib (1991) .
The Model and Its Biological Substrate
In this section, we introduce our model for the saccadic eye movement system, integrating the details of the model with their biological justification. We study the topographic relations between posterior parietal cortex (PP), the frontal eye fields (FEF), the caudate nucleus (CD), and substantia nigra pars reticulata (SNr) of the basal ganglia, superior colliculus (SC), and the mediodorsal nucleus of the thalamus (MD) as they work together to control the oculomotor regions of the brainstem (Fig. 2) . The exposition is complicated by the fact that most of the functions of interest to us in the control of saccades are system properties distributed over many brain regions. We thus first cut across the brain regions to set forth the minimal neural interactions for the three major functional components of the saccadic eye movement system, namely, the topographic organization that preserves saccade dimensions, dynamic remapping, and spatial working memory. We then proceed region by region to present the remaining elements of the model.
The model analyzes the saccadic eye movement system in terms of population of neurons, rather than simulating the activity of single neurons. The major neural elements are two-dimensional neural surfaces that we refer to as "layers," although the concept here is functional rather than anatomical. The way in which we represent the cells in the layers and the interactions between them in our Neural Simulation Language (NSL) is described in Appendix A, along with a formal specification of the dynamics of every cell type in the model.
The saccade burst generator (SG) performs the spatiotemporal transformation from the motor error maps of SC and FEF to generate eye movements as a function of activity in tonic position cells and excitatory burst neurons (Robinson, 1970 (Robinson, , 1972 , reposi-CO Ftgnr* 3. Details of SG. modified from Scudder (1988) The SC/FEF to LLBN proiecuon codes two information components The topogiapfaally wetfned SC/FEF filing rate codes saccade velocity, and the topographically weghted projection codes saccade size. The toracatty active pause neuron [OPtt\ rt imtiaBy mhibtted by the trigger cell (TRG\ baled on SC/FEF activity. Once the OPN B of! and the UBNs teach threshold, the eicrtaiory burst neuron (fflV) begins to fire, hi finng rate, determined by the eccemncrty weighted finng rate of the SC/FEF input ID the LLBN, determines the saccade velocity. The value of A is determined by the topographic location of the FSC/FEF input to the UBNs. The resenable integrator. Rl, integrates the velocity into a displacement When this displacement is equal to A, the OPN returns to its tonic mtibnna hatting the saccade and resetting the Rl and A. The motor neuron MN, has the characteristic pulse/step behavior, with the vetocrty "pulse" component generated by the EBN, and the position "step" component generated by the toruc neuron | TNi. which integrates the EBN activity. Further details are not given m the ten since it is the other brain regions in Figure 2 that form the focus of the present study.
tioning the eye and holding it at a new horizontal and vertical gaze angle 6 H and 0 V (we do not model the torsional component). Our model is the variant of Scudder's (1988) model shown in Fig. 3 1 The only properties of the model of direct relevance to the present study are that (1) it will yield a saccade with the topographically coded metrics in response to either FEF or SC stimulation or both, and that increased firing at a given point in FEF or SC will increase the velocity and decrease the latency without changing the metrics of the saccade; and (2) the tonic neurons provide corollary discharge signals HTN and VTN (corresponding to horizontal and vertical eye position-the 8 of Fig. 2) , which, together with a delayed version of these signals, provide the input used by our model of PP for the dynamic remapping function that underlies successful completion of the double saccade task.
Topographic Organization of the Retinal Input
Our simulated retina is the interface between the world and the brain, and our simulated eye movements remap external visual information onto the retina. The external visual world, analogous to the viewing screen in front of the monkey, is represented in the simulation by a 27 x 27 array, Vislnput (Fig. 2) , whose elements we turn on and off in a time sequence corresponding to the equivalent sequence of fixation and target points presented to the primate in the tasks we model. The retina is a 9 * 9 array, RETINA. The topographic brain regions (e.g., PP, FEF) are also modeled by 9
x 9 arrays, representing the visual field. Clearly, with a 9 * 9 array, we are using each model neuron to represent a population of real neuronsthe aim here is not to recover the detailed firing of each neuron but rather to capture the shifting peaks of activity in different neural layers, and their topographic relationships.
In each iteration of the simulation, the function Eyemove extracts RETINA as the subarray of Vislnput centered on the values of 6 H and 8 V . We also implement an inhibition of retinal input so that when the eye velocity is over 200°/sec, retinal output is reduced (see Appendix A, Eq. 1).
In the model of Figure 2 , the retina projects both to the layer of cells called PP in parietal cortex and to the SCsup layer in superficial superior colliculus. On the way to the PP, retinal output passes through layers corresponding to lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN), VI, V2, V4, and mediotemporal cortex (MT). We encapsulate this visual pathway into a single layer VisPath in the simulation (Eqs. 2, 3)-SCsup cells receive direct input from the retinal ganglion cells, and are active in generating reflexive saccades to visual targets. It is important to note that these cells will generate short-latency reflexive saccades only when a target has not been recently fixated. If a fixation target is not present, however, these cells will drive the SC prior to the longer loop through cortex, generating short-latency saccades (Fischer and Boch, 1983; Braun and Breitmeyer, 1988) via the transcollicular pathway (Sparks, 1986) . SCsup cells receive both direct retinal input as well as inhibition from a set of cells FOn that signal that a target is being fixated (the fovea is "on") (Eq. 4).
Quasi-Visual Cells and Dynamic Remapping
To generate an accurate saccade, the motor error for a target must be combined with the current eye position. The motor error for a fixed location in space will change as the current eye position changes. Target motor error sampled at one eye position will no longer be correct if the eye moves to a new position. In a simple or memory saccade, retinal error yields a motor error that drives the eyes to the target In the double saccade, the motor error for both targets is initially sampled from the fixation position. During the first saccade, the motor error for the second target-taken with respect to the initial eye positionis dynamically remapped so that it is spatially correct with respect to the new eye position after the saccade to the first target. Mays and Sparks (1980) detected a class of cells in the intermediate layers of the SC that reflect remapping of motor error. These cells were visually responsive and, in the double saccade task, the location of their activity was related to the topographic metrics of the second saccade, even though a visual stimulus with this retinal error did not appear in the receptive field of these cells. Because of these properties, they are called quasi-visual (QV) cells. They had the right movement field response, and the wrong receptive field response. However, it appears that the QV property is not intrinsic to SC, but instead depends on a prominent direct projection from the inferior bank of the intraparietal sulcus (Lynch et al., 1985) to the intermediate layers of SC. We thus turn to a discussion of cells in PP and FEF with "QV-like" properties. Gnadt and Andersen (1988) found cells in the PP that appear to code for future eye movements and show QV-like behavior. In a double saccade task, they . Mechanrsm for dynamic remapping usmg eye posrtai. For simplicity, this figure represents the one-dimenstonal case that we extend m a straightforward way to two dimensions in the model, a. PPqv cells receive mputs from their nearest neighbors via type S (slutting) mtemeuora, as wet as self ettitatnn, via type r (reverberatory) iraemeurons. The type S neuron gates the Sow of information between PPqv neurons according to the signed difference between the tone neuron {TN\ and TN^,, inputs. TN and TN^. contain a code ol the tone eye position srgnals ongtnatmg m the brainstem, with TN^ a delayed version of TN. The leftmost eye position produces TN's lowest firing rate, and the rightmost postal, its hrghest b, Considsr a leftward saxade, which will generate dynamic remapping that sbrfts to the right. TN^. -TN will be positive, so the S' neuron allows activity from PPn/ to erate PPqv. S' has the sign ol its gating inputs reversed, so PPqv' inhibits PPqv through S'. Thus, as a mound of ecomm shifts from left to right, n erases the activity behind it. prevemng a smearing of the activation on the map. The type r neuron pes the sell activation of the PPqv cells based cm iu unsigned input With no mow. this cell aSows complete seff-exchation of PPqv. As the input (the unsigned drBerence between TN and TN,*,! increases, r reduces PPqv's seH-exchation. c. We illustrate the convotuiion masts used n the model to rmptemeni the shifting. When a cell is being updated, the convofution mask specifies how the ne^tomg cells will influence it. In the case of a nghtward saccate, the mask shown wi cause a PPqv cell to be eicned by its neighbor on the left, inhibited by its neighbor on the right, and partially self-excited-the same as performed by the S and r neurons.
found cells in the lateral intraparietal area (LIP) of PP that code for the second eye movement though a visual stimulus never falls in the cells' receptive field. They propose that PP may receive corollary feedback activity of saccades, suggesting that PP has access to eye position information that could be used in generating the QV shifting activity. In our model, we represent this property by a layer of cells called PPqv for "posterior parietal cells with QV-like activity." In addition, there are neurons in FEF that have response properties similar to those of QV cells . We represent these cells by a layer we shall call FEFvis. Colby (1991) and reported on similar cells in LIP that perform a retinal to oculomotor transformation. In the simple saccade, the retinal to oculomotor transformation is essentially an identity transformation, whereas in the double saccade, the transformation is the dynamic remapping of the second target to compensate for the initial saccade. The issue for modeling is where does this dynamic remapping occur? It may well be computed "independently" in several regions, with the different regions interconnected to calibrate their computations. However, we hypothesize that the primary remapping occurs in PP, and that the PPqv cells drive both SCqv and FEFvis to yield the dynamic remapping in these regions. A model that generates accurate double saccades must implement this shirting (or its functional equivalent) to maintain spatial accuracy. The dynamic memory model of Droulez and Berthoz (1991) uses an eye velocity signal to shift a "mountain" of activity on a two-dimensional map of motor error. To date, a representation of eye velocity has not been recorded in PP, whereas Andersen et al. (1990) found some cells that had only eye-position-related activity that varied linearly with eye position. Thus, we offer an alternative model (Fig. 4) that uses two eye position signals, one a damped version of the other, as the input for dynamic remapping. The difference between the two position signals is used to modulate two types of interneurons. Type "r" neurons implement recurrent self-excitation of the PPqv cells when the eye position signals are equal, which is reduced when the eyes are moving. The type "S" interneurons gate the lateral shift of activation between neighboring cells as a function of the difference between the two position inputs. In a leftward saccade, the difference between the delayed signal and the original signal (calculated by S') is positive (see Fig. 4b ), so activity shifts from left to right, from PPqV to PPqv. Our implementation of this network generates a spatial convolution mask (QVMASK) from the current and damped 2 horizontal and vertical eye position components coded by the horizontal and vertical tonic neurons in the brainstem saccade generator (Eqs. 5, 6 ). This network is used to yield a shift in topographic PPqv activity opposite but approximately equal to the current eye movement. The actual equation used (Eq. 7) also involves a projection from PP (which we saw to be driven by retinal input) to PPqv, which ensures that when retinal input is available, it will eventually predominate over the "memory map."
Based on the corticocortical projections from PP to dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (Petrides and Pandya, 1984; Andersen et al., 1985; Selemon and Goldman-Rakic, 1988) , we describe the FEFvis layer as driven solely by PPqv input (Eq. 8). This allows the FEF to contribute in the double saccades, and provides the basis for the right-MF/wrong-RF cells found in FEF by . Similarly, we drive the QV cells, SCqv, of SC from PPqv (Eq. 9). Figure 5 illustrates the QV convolution mask and resultant shifting activity that is seen in parietal cortex, FEF (as we make explicit shortly, we believe that a majority of the FEF saccade-related cells receive input from PPqv), and in SC during the course of the double saccade task. The simulation accurately generates activation of the PPqv cells that code for the dynamically remapped second saccade. We also illustrate the activation of cells receiving PPqv input in FEF that represent the right-MF/wrong-RF and wrong-MF/right-RF cells discussed by . We see here how dynamically updating a motor error map by shifting activity profiles in the opposite direction of the saccade yields the functional equivalent of a spatiotopic map embodied in motor error coordinates. It is likely, however, that for the double saccades in which the second target is the original fixation point-retractions-the existence of postsaccadic cells specialized for this function (Bruce and Goldberg, 1984) may bypass the continuous mechanism. Indeed, cells that code for the second movement in these retraction double saccades begin to fire almost immediately after the first saccade, whereas in the two-target double saccade, the cells coding the second target respond about 100 msec later . Bruce and Goldberg (1984) identify three classes of presaccadic cells in the FEF: visual cells respond to visual stimuli, with enhanced response for saccade targets; movement cells has a brisk response before all voluntary saccades; visuomovement cells have combined visual and movement response, including sustained activity during the delay of a memory saccade. Of these three types, only the movement and visuomovement cells are corticotectal cells (Segraves and Goldberg, 1987) . In addition to the presaccadic cells, Segraves and Goldberg (1987) also reported the presence of postsaccadic cells that discharged after spontaneous and voluntary saccades of particular dimensions.
Frontal Eye Fields
As we have already noted, there are neurons in FEF that have response properties similar to those of QV cells, and we have shown how our model explains these properties by a projection from cells PPqv of a dynamic remapping system in PP. We now turn to three other classes of FEF cells contained in our model.
Among the different types of response cells distinguished in FEF in relation to saccade tasks are neurons that have on or off responses to visual stimulation of the fovea. These foveal cells are not localized to a particular location of the topographic map of FEF, and they were antidromically excited from a wide range of locations within the topographic representation of the SC (Segraves and Goldberg, 1987) . We model the foveal-on (FOn) cells by having the contents of the central element of the PP layer project to presentation of the central fuation point and two targets is shown. FEFvis receives its input from PPqv. The two traces labeled LAYER: FEFvis indicate the activity of two FEF ceOs-one with a visual and movement field correspondetg to the retinal location of the second target when it is presented (nghf-flF/wong-MF) and a second ceO with the visual and movement frstds corresponding to dtt dynamtcalry remapped retinal error of the second target (wrong-flF/nght-MF). (Note: the x, y-coonfinates in these 9x9 layers are numbered with the tower left carer as 0. 0. and the foveal element at (4. 4). so FEFvu(4. 7) is at 0. 30° and FEFvis<8. 7) is at 20. 30°.) Thus, by using PPqv as input to FEFsac, we see the same responses as recorded in FEF by during the double saccade. The horizontal and venial eye positions EyeH and EyeV are provided by die tonic firing rates HTN and VTN, respectivefy. in our model. In this instance, the fin target is 20° left-indicated by the downward deflection of the horizontal eye position trace. The second target a 30° up, but it must compensate for the 20° rightward saccade, so the mnuammy movement from target A to target B is an aUtque saccade 20° right and 30° up, shown in the tmsmal ml venial eye sxaakn (races Both the first and second saccades brought the eyes their respective targets wrrh less than l°of error. all elements of the 9x9 layer FOn, which is used to provide inhibition to elements of CD, SC, and the FEF itself. In each of the tasks we model, the stimulus that signals the animal to initiate the saccade is the removal of the initial fixation point. One role these cells may play is to inhibit the SC from producing saccades while a target is fixated. Functionally, the SC is harder to stimulate for a saccade when a target is currently fixated (Sparks, 1986 ).
In our simulations, it is this fixation-related inhibition that prevents saccades from being visually triggered during the presence of a fixated target.
We model three classes of presaccadic cells in FEF. Visual cells are responsive to all visual stimulus, including targets for saccades (Bruce and Goldberg, 1984) . In our model, we have lumped them with the QV-like cells of FEF (Eq. 8). In addition, we model two further layers: memory (visuomovement) cells, FEFmem, have sustained activity during the delay period of the memory saccade (Funahashi et al., 1989) ; while saccade (movement) cells, FEFsac, discharge before all voluntary saccades corresponding to the cell's preferred dimensions (Segraves and Goldberg, 1987) .
The FEF memory response (FEFmem) cells implement working memory (Goldman-Rakic, 1987) in the memory saccade. Tracing the origin of this response, we see that FEF is innervated by, and closely related to, the conical tissue surrounding the principal sulcus (PS) (Goldman-Rakic, 1987) . These areas have parallel but distinct connections with areas including MD and PP (Selemon and Goldman-Rakic, 1988 ) Similar sustained tonic activity has been seen in FEF neurons that code for the location of a remembered target (Bruce and Goldberg, 1984; Segraves and Goldberg, 1987) . In a set of related studies, Fuster and Alexander (1973; Alexander and Fuster, 1973) showed that in a delayed response task, MD and dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC) showed sustained activity during the delay, and that cooling DLPFC abolished both the sustained activity in MD, and the animal's ability to perform the task. We propose that reciprocal connection between FEFmem and the layer THmem of MD implements the spatial memory (Eqs. 11, 12) . The memory loop is initiated by the phasic visual response of the FEFvis layer. Once this loop is established, it remains intact until the saccade burst of SC "erases" it. This erasure may occur via inhibitory interneurons in the thalamus. We represent this by a term for a delayed version of the motor output of SC described in Equation 15. Figure 6 shows related simulation results.
Finally for FEF, we use a layer FEFsac to simulate the corticotectal and corticoreticular presaccadic movement cells, which make up 53% of the corticotectal cells antidromically stimulated from SC by Segraves and Goldberg (1987) . Because these cells were found to respond to both visually and memory-guided saccades, we describe them as driven by both FEFvis and FEFmem, while a " -FOn" term ensures that the FEFsac presaccadic response will not be generated until after the removal of the fixation point (Eq. 13).
Superior Colliculus
In our model, SC receives input to the superficial layers from RETINA (SCsup, Eq. 4) and to intermediate layers from the PPqv layer that represents the QV-like activity of PP (SCqv, Eq. 9). To complete our model of SC, we now define layer SCsac, which receives inputs from FEF and SNr, and layer SC, which applies a winner-take-all strategy to the other three layers to generate the signal that, together with FEFsac, projects to long-lead burster neurons (LLBNs) in the brainstem to convey saccade metrics to the brainstem SG (shown in Fig. 3) .
The superior colliculus saccade (SCsac) cells generate presaccadic bursts before voluntary saccades. Experimental data indicate that SC receives an excitatory topographic projection from presaccadic cells in FEF (Segraves and Goldberg, 1987) , FEFsac in our model. This topography preserves the amplitude and direction of the intended saccade (Stanton et al., 1988a,b) . In addition, Hikosaka and Wurtz (1983a) show that the SNr provides tonic inhibition to intermediate and deep SC, preventing SC from producing excitatory saccade bursts. (We shall discuss the model of these SNRsac cells in the next section.) It is also likely that the fixation-related cells in FEF (FOn) project to SC to prevent saccades during fixation (recall Eq. 10). These contributions to the SC activity are summarized in Equation 14.
The question as to how these three types of SC activity are processed to yield the motor command remains open. Here we follow the postulate that SC employs a winner take a//strategy (Didday and Arbib, 1975; Koch and Ullman, 1985) for selection of a saccade from multiple targets, like the winner-take-all competition modeled for frog tectum by Didday (1976) . Our deep SC model computes the center of mass of the strongest component of the superficial and intermediate layers, as in the winner-take-all model. These are the collicular cells that project to the SG In this way, the final SC output is affected by the influences of visual stimulation (SCsup), memory (SCsac), and QV shifting (SCqv). Our simulation (Eq. 15) also includes inhibition by the FOn signal coding the presence of a stimulus on the fovea.
Basal Ganglia
Two inhibitory nuclei of the basal ganglia, CD and SNr, are arranged in series and provide an additional, indirect link between FEF and SC . This link allows FEF to modulate selectively the tonic inhibition of SNr on SC and thalamus Alexander et al., 1986 ) through CD. In addition, the basal ganglia pathways provide a mechanism for the initiation of corticothalamic interactions via the removal of SNr inhibition on the MD. We now model these functions.
The striatum (CD, putamen and accumbens nuclei) is composed of two distinct types of functional area-patches/striosomes and matrix-that are arranged in a mosaic pattern and can be distinguished both pharmacologically and by distinct segregation in both conical inputs as well as their subconical targets (Gerfen, 1986 (Gerfen, ,1989 Graybiel, 1990) . The mosaic interdigitation of cortical projections to neostriatum again suggests that specific functional inputs remain segregated from input to output, representing a "labeled line" (Goldman-Rakic, 1987) extending from cortex through neostriatum to SNr, and from there, diverging in one path to SC, and another through thalamus back to cortex. Correspondingly, we see the functional segregation in FEF, CD, and SNr with respect to at least two types of saccade-related response types: presaccade and memory-sustained response types.
The FEF has an excitatory projection to CD (a topographical projection that preserves saccade amplitude and direction) that can trigger the selective release of SNr's inhibition on SC (Bruce and Goldberg, 1984; Segraves and Goldberg, 1987; Stanton et al., 1988a) . Hikosaka et al. (1989a-c) found a large number of CD neurons that were responsive to visual saccade targets and to remembered targets. To provide cortical control while a target is foveated, foveal cells in FEF could gate activity in CD and SC, preventing saccades while a target is fixated. We represent these by the subtraction of FOn in the appropriate equations. This tends to keep the system stable when targets are foveated (Bruce and Goldberg, 1984; Segraves and Goldberg, 1987) , by preventing peripheral targets from exciting CD and SC. We simulate two types of task dependent CD cells, saccade response cells (CDsac) and sustained-memory response cells (CDmem).
The majority of the saccaderelated cells found in the CD by Hikosaka etal. (1989a) are phasically active before and during saccades (presaccadic activity). Roughly one-third of these cells had presaccadic activity for both visual and memory-guided saccades. This phasic activity is attributable to the corticostriatal projection (Stanton et al., 1988a) , and so we simply model CDsac as driven by FEFsac (Eq. 16).
The sustained-memory response cells (Hikosaka et al., 1989c) are tonically active following the presentation of a target that is to be remembered for a subsequent saccade until the offset of the fixation point (Fig. Id) . This tonic activity is attributable to the corticostriatal projection (Stanton et al., 1988a ), which we describe as the FEFmem memory cells (Eq. 17). Figure 1b . SNr mamory-cont'ingent sustained response, a. This cell shows sustarod decrease in firing in response to a target m the comralateral visual field that is to be memorized tor the delay saccade task. The decrease usuaDy follows the target presentation and remains untd the saccate onset (Hitosaka and Wurtz, 1383c, then RQ_ 7). 6. Simulation of the nernory-contingBnt sustained response (SW/Zmem). The sustained suppression of SNr allows the thalamus (MD| to parteipate in the reciprocal activity with FEF that mstarniates a spatial memory. This SNRmem o inhdmed try CDmem. which in turn it tonally excited by FEFmem r the delay penod of the memory saccade c CortcrmiattHiigrtHhtlarnocorucal path subserving spatial memory.
trolling SNr inhibition of SC Alexander etal., 1986; Hikosaka, 1989 showed a visually contingent saccade response (Fig.  8) . We model these by layer SNRsac (Eq. 18). They also describe a class of SNr cells that maintain a decrease in their tonic firing rate during the delay period of the memory saccade task, which we model by layer SNRmem (Eq. 19). In each case, these neurons have a tonic baseline activity of 100 spikes/sec. We thus model each of SNRsac and SNRmem with a tonic activity level that can be lowered by inhibition from the corresponding layer of CD. This represents separate "labeled-lines" from CDmem to SNRmem and from CDsac to SNRsac.
This dual inhibition (caudate on SNr and SNr on SC) allows cortex to manage selectively the inhibitory mask on SC via the FEF-to-CD pathway. By managing the SNr inhibitory mask on SC via caudate, the FEF can selectively control the targets for saccades, overriding collicular attempts to initiate saccades to distracting peripheral targets.
We now show how cortical control over thalamocortical interactions provides the basis for spatial memory, llinsky et al. (1985) found in the nigrothalamocortical system of the rhesus monkey, a topographic pathway from SNr, to ventral anterior magnocellular and mediodorsal paralaminar nuclei of the thalamus, and from these thalamic nuclei to the FEF. The MD projection to FEF is topographic and reciprocal. In addition, Fuster and Alexander (1973) determined that MD neurons show a sustained activity during the delay period of a delay response task, and that cooling the prefrontal cortex in the PS area caused a reversible disruption of the sustained response in the MD neurons during the delay period . Based on similar deficits in memory saccade and delay response tasks from prefrontal lesions, we follow the assumption that the memory saccade task and the delay response tasks employ at some level the same thalamocortical mechanism for storage of visuospatial targets (Goldman-Rakic, 1987) .
The activity of this spatial memory could be regulated by the inhibitory topographic projection from SNr to MD (Fig. 9) . Absence of SNr inhibition allows reciprocal connections between FEF and thalamus (MD) to generate a spatial "memory" cycle or loop (Hikosaka, 1989) . Once a saccade has been made to a remembered target, the memory trace must be erased to prevent generation of further saccades of equal magnitude and direction. The SC projects to the dorsal thalamus (llinsky et al., 1985) , possibly erasing the remembered target location. This erasure is modeled by the "-8 * SC Delay" term in Equation 12. In the memory saccade task, while the fixation point is still present and the target briefly appears, the memory-contingent sustained SNr cell (SNRmem) reduces its inhibition on the thalamus, which allows the initiation of the thalamus <-FEF cyclic excitation that embodies the memory function. The CD participates by inhibiting SNr, setting up the conditions for the thalamocortical memory to be instantiated
Simulation Results

Simple, Memory, and Double Saccades
We now report the result of further simulation studies with our model. Table 1 provides the firing rate ranges that are used for some of the neurons in the simulations. We note that the neural populations we model carry information in terms of their discharge frequencies, the durations of discharge, and the latencies both between stimulus and firing, and between neural events in connected regions. Our simulated results correspond well along these dimensions with the reported dynamics in the literature.
Simple Saccade
During initial fixation, the foveation signal, FOn, keeps CD inhibited. At fixation loss and target onset, the central element of PP is no longer activated, and the FOn foveation signal is released, releasing its inhibition on CD At the same time, the FEFsac element corresponding to the location of the new target projects topographically to the CD. This excitation, combined with the loss of the FOn inhibition, activates the corresponding CDsac element, which projects an inhibitory signal to SNRsac, resulting in the release of SNRsac's SCsac inhibition. The topographic excitatory FEFsac projection to SCsac, combined with the release of the SNRsac inhibition, activates the SCsac element that generates a motor burst signal of saccade direction and amplitude corresponding to the target location on FEFsac. Figure 10 illustrates the relation between SNr and SC that we see here. The SC and FEF output drives the SG in the brainstem, repositioning the "virtual eye" such that the target is now foveated, centered in the FEF. The foveation signal returns, inhibiting the CD, setting the network back into the state of tonic SCsac inhibition from SNRsac.
In Table 2 we summarize data on the latency, du- ration, size, and velocity of a number of visual saccades. Note that as in primates, the saccade velocity and duration increase semilinearly with the amplitude of movement. The velocity increases due to the increased strength of projection from increasing eccentric locations in SC and FEF to LLBNs. The saturation of LLBN activity at high input rates yields the desired increase in duration with increasing ampli- tude. Also note that, while the saccades all maintain good accuracy, there is a tendency toward overshoot on the largest saccades, due in part to the cooperation of FEF and SC to LLBNs.
Memory Saccade
In addition to the machinery needed for the visual saccade, the memory saccade requires the thalamus as a mechanism for storing spatial location memories via reciprocal excitatory connections with FEF (Fig.  11) . When the target disappears, it is held in FEF memory (FEFmem) by the reciprocal excitatory connection between MD of the thalamus and FEF. The removal of the fixation point causes the FOn signal to be reduced, which allows the FEFsac to fire and removes a source of inhibition from the SC. The combination of these events allows the stored memory to command a saccade. The effect of the spatial memory is to keep the target position in the FEF active after it is extinguished. At fixation offset the system responds, in terms of FEF, as if it were in the visual saccade mode. Table 3 summarizes timing and movement metrics for two sample memory saccades.
Double Saccades
In the double saccade task, the motor error representation of the second target is dynamically remapped to compensate for the intervening movement. By using the PPqv layer as input to the FEFvis layer (Eq. 8), the FEF can contribute to the correct specification of both saccades in the double step task. As seen in Figure 5 , the model produces both types of double step-related FEF cells reported by , right-RF/wrong-MF and wrong-RF/right-MF cells. We differ from Goldberg and Bruce in our interpretation of these cells' presence, as our model indicates that the compensation is not necessarily intrinsic to FEF. Table 4 provides the details of two characteristic double step saccades. In both cases, the first and second saccades were resulted in eye position error of less than 1°. Keating and Gooley (1988) produced reversible cold lesions of both FEF and SC. Reversible lesions have the advantage of preventing postoperative compensation by the remaining area when either FEF or SC is lesioned. Cooling the FEF increased saccade latency by an average of 68 msec and shortened the amplitude of the initial saccade. Saccades following the initial one successfully acquired the target. Cooling SC increased the saccade latency by an average of 98 msec and shortened the first saccade's amplitude as in the FEF cooling. Unlike FEF cooling, a subsequent corrective saccade brought the eyes closer to the target, but ultimately fell short by some 3°. Sparks (1986) reports that following a recovery period, animals with SC lesions regain normal saccade amplitude and velocity. Schiller and Sandell (1983) note that deficits in the guidance of saccades due to FEF ablations are substantially recovered within 24 d. Table 5 summarizes our SC and FEF cold lesion experiments. We simulate SC lesion by reducing SC (Eq. 15) to zero, and FEF lesion by setting FEFsac (Eq. 13) to zero. In our simulations, when the SC is first lesioned, saccade latency is increased by up to 105 msec, and amplitudes fall just short of the target, similar to the results reported by Keating and Gooley Followng fixation offset, a saccade is made to the ramaiftaaJ target In the simulations, trials were made with the target memory retained for up to 10 simulated seconds. FEFmem shows the time course of the sustained activity that encodes the memory for the locatian CDmem is the sustainerj-memory CO cell thai inhrbrts SNRmem (see Fig. 7ft ). SNRmem is the sustainerkiemory SNr cell whose default tonic activity inhibits SC and thalamus. When tho activity is blocked by CD, the cortkothalamic memory is enabled, and SC is only inhibited by the activity of the FOn neurons. THmem shows the sustemed activity of the MD. Note how thu cell is coacuve with FEFmem, and also how h abruptly cuts of after the SC burst SC, excited by the FEFmem activity, shows the collicular burst that takes place when the fixation point is removed. (1988) . Simulated lesion of FEF leaves the parietal cortex projection to SC intact. Again, in our FEF simulations, we see increased latency (in this case up to 45 msec) and reduced amplitude of the initial saccade, resulting in multiple saccades required to fixate the target.
Simulated Lesion Studies
In the simulation, LLBNs (see Fig. 3 ) receive input from both FEF and SC, while SC receives input from both FEF and parietal cortex. Thus, lesioning FEF allows position data to reach the LLBNs from PP via SC, whereas lesioning SC allows position data to reach the LLBNs from PP via FEF. We do not simulate the recovery process in the present model. However, if, following our simulated lesions, we increase the strength of the remaining connections to LLBNs, the reduced amplitude is corrected and the target is Values n parentheses nfcate differences in these values from the nontesron cases. Two amplitudes nfcate that multiple steps were needed to attain me target.
reached on the first saccade. This suggests that the postoperative recovery involves the strengthening of these connections in the animal. The functions of SC and FEF in saccade generation overlap but are not completely redundant. The cortical control from FEF imposes attentional and possibly cognitive constraints on the saccade system. In the absence of engaged attention, monkeys were able to make express saccades with latency of 70-80 msec, in contrast to the latencies on the order of 200 msec for simple saccades (Fischer and Boch, 1983) . The short latencies of the express saccades could be explained by the use of a transcollicular path from superficial to deep SC (Sparks, 1986) . The advantage of this mechanism is that it is fast; the disadvantage is that it is not selective. The additional overhead of the cortical control provides discrimination in target selection, so that, for example, in a learned task the subject can ignore a target if necessary, as when the peripheral target is initially ignored in the memory saccade.
SACCADE:DoubleMemSaccade
Predictions and Experimental Design
Double Step Memory Saccade
In these two experiments, we ask the following questions: (1) whether the spatial memory mechanism we have proposed can have access to the shifted representations of the PPqv layer, and (2) whether this access can be interrupted.
Cooperation of dynamic remapping and spatial memory mechanisms. We have hypothesized (Eq. 8) that FEFvis, the spatial memory mechanism of the DLPFC, has access to the dynamic remapping mechanism of PPqv. We propose an experiment that combines the main elements of the double and memory saccades, illustrated in Figure 12 . After the fixation offset, two targets are briefly presented in succession, as in the double saccade. Just before the first saccade terminates, the first target location is reilluminated. The first saccade brings the eyes to this location, so the target is on or near the fovea when it appears. This fixation returns FOn to activation, which inhibits the second saccade. At the same time, the PPqv input to FEFvis and FEFmem initiates the inhibition of SNRmem, and the activation of the memory loop between FEFmem and THmem (thalamus sustained memory cells) for representation of the second target's motor error that has been shifted to account for the first saccade, as illustrated by sustained activation of the FEFmem cell that codes for this updated location in Figure 12 . The first target is again removed 500 ms after it is reilluminated. This causes FOn to return to nonactive resting state, freeing the SC to implement a saccade to the remembered location. A summary of the timing and results for one trial is provided in Table 6 . Figure 12 provides a reference for tracing the activity through PPqv, to FEFmem, FEFsac, CDmem, SNrmem, THmem, and, when FOn is deactivated after the memory phase, finally to the SC and LLBNs to generate the delayed movement to the dynamically remapped target.
This experiment, then, generates behavioral and electrophysiological predictions. The behavioral prediction is that primates will be able to perform this task. The electrophysiological prediction is that some cells in the FEF that show sustained activity in the standard memory saccade will be found, in the double step memory saccade, to show the right-MF/wrong-RF properties with sustained activity for the duration of the delay in this task.
Dissociation of spatial accuracy and spatial memory mechanisms. Lesion studies indicate that the integrity of the DLPFC is required in order to make saccades to remembered locations, while lesions of PP do not impair the memory capability in the related delayed-response task (see Goldman-Rakic, 1987 , for a review). We have postulated that a mechanism for spatial accuracy maintenance resides in PP. A lesion of PP would, according to our model, deprive the intact DLFPC of the corrected target motor error in the double step memory saccade. If the memory saccade is like other delay-response tasks, then a PP lesion should leave this behavior intact. Thus, we predict that with a PP lesion, in the double step memory saccade, the animal will mislocalize the second target by an amount equal to the first saccade.
In general, in any saccade scenario where saccade to a visual target is interrupted by an intervening eye movement, the shifting of activity generated in PPqv will yield the same QV activity in FEFsac. In addition, it should be possible-as Munoz et al. (1991) did in the SC-to find a trajectory of this shifting through the FEF during the course of the compensation. This prediction would help address the open question of discrete versus dynamic (Dominey and Arbib, 1991; Droulez and Berthoz, 1991) shifting mechanisms for spatial accuracy.
Compensatory Saccades
In an effort to understand the role of SC in compensation for eye movements, Sparks and Mays (1983) substituted an electrically stimulated saccade for the first saccade on a double saccade task. After the brief presentation of a target, the eyes are driven to another location by electrical stimulation. As in the double saccade, the system compensates for the first (stimulated) movement, bringing the eyes to the correct spatial location for the second target. Continuing with the same compensatory saccade paradigm, Sparks and Porter (1983) recorded from SC cells that had the correct movement field for the compensated movement, and found that 49 of the 50 cells they studied discharged before all saccades in their movement field, whether in a visual, double, or compensatory saccade task. We simulated electrical stimulation of both FEF and SC (Fig. 13) , including the Schiller and Sandell (1983) experiments in which one of SC or FEF was lesioned and the other area was stimulated. For FEFsac stimulation we set the £1 parameter to 1.58 in Equation 13, and applied electrical stimulation at 175 Hz for 40 msec to various locations in FEF. For SC stimulation we set the k\ parameter to 2.9 in Equation 15, and applied electrical stimulation at 175 Hz for 40 msec to various locations in SC. The timing and movement data for these trials are summarized in Table 7 .
For the FEF and SC lesions, we increased the strength of the projection of the remaining area to the LLBNs. For FEF lesion recovery, the SC to LLBN connection strength is increased from 2.67 to 5.0. For SC lesion recovery, we increase the connection strength from FEF to LLBN from 5.4 to 9.4. These changes, we believe, correspond to the postoperative adaptation of the system that is reported by Schiller and Sandell (1983) . Our simulations demonstrate that for the normal and recovered lesion states, the model generates compensatory saccades that are within 1°o f accuracy for the two movements.
Discussion
We have developed a computer model based on physiological data from a variety of saccade related studies. The simulation demonstrates that the following assumptions can lead to a functionally correct model. for targets of future saccades are dynamically remapped on these maps to account for ongoing eye movements. This yields a spatiotopic mapping capability that is built on a motor error map. The shifting capability is hosted in PP and is mediated by ascending eye position signals.
3. Saccades can be driven by representational memory that is hosted in reciprocal connections between MD and DLFPC that are governed by SNr. A state change is thus driven by a representation of a stimulus in the absence of the stimulus itself, indicating a primitive symbolic processing capability.
4. The LLBNs of the brainstem SG are innervated by projections from both FEF and SC, whose strengths increase as a function of eccentricity from the fovea (Fig. 3) • Further, either of these projections alone can specify saccade targets in a degraded mode.
Our model addresses the work of Hikosaka and Wurtz (1983a-c) on the role of the basal ganglia in the disinhibition of SC and thalamus (Ilinsky et al., 1985) for saccades as well as the hypotheses on the role of prefrontal cortex in short-term memory of Fuster and Alexander (1973) , Goldman-Rakic (1987), and Fuster (1989) . It is likely that our corticothalamic mechanism for spatial memory, which is based on thalamocortical mechanisms seen in the delay-response function , operates in cooperation with the corticocortical interactions between FEF, PS, and PP (Goldman-Rakic, 1987; Fuster, 1989) . As the delay-response performance is not compromised by lesions of PP (Goldman-Rakic, 1987) , we suggested an experiment in Results, section 3, to determine if the spatial memory related areas of PP are required for memory saccades. Indeed, the effects on eye movements of cooling PP (Quintana et al., 1989) indicate that in visual discrimination tasks with delayed choice, eye movements are slowed and their accuracy decreased. The experimental demonstration of the separation and/or co- operation of these two systems poses a continuing challenge. It is also interesting to point out that without the inhibition of SNr on SC, gaze would be uncontrollably distracted to targets appearing in the periphery while a subject tries to 6xate. This distractibility is prominent in Huntington's disease and is thought to result from decreased activity in SNr (Lasker et al., 1987) . In contrast, overactiviry of SNr would lead to impairment in voluntary saccade generation. This is seen in Parkinson's disease (Crawford et al., 1989) , in which the inhibition of SNr by CD is compromised, leaving the SNr overactive. In addition, the basal ganglia pathways provide a mechanism for the initiation of corticothalamic interactions via the removal of SNr inhibition on the MD. As expected, then, we see an impairment in memory-guided saccades in Parkinson's disease (Crawford et al., 1989) . Thus, while the retina, FEF, and SC alone appear capable of all saccade functions, we see that, in reality, some of the more subtle elements of saccade gaze control, including the ability to fixate, initiate voluntary movements, and remember targets, require the functions of the basal ganglia In comparing this model to others in the literature, we note that the Droulez-Berthoz model (1991) is based on a retinotopic map that updates the representation of targets based on the parameters (velocity) of the previous saccade. While their model replicates the behavior of the double saccade with an excellent treatment of the shifting map phenomenon, it does not take an explicit position on where the QV activity is located anatomically, nor does it address the interactions between FEF, PP, SC, and the brainstem SG and other subcortical centers including thalamus and basal ganglia. Finally, their model relies on a velocity code that has not been found in the parietal cortex.
We note a curious condition with respect to the dynamical properties of PPqv In both our model and that of Droulez and Berthoz (1991) , the dynamic memory has the property that it can store information indefinitely. This is in pan due to the need for the dynamic memory to strengthen activity that has been weakened during the shifting. Recalling the lesion studies reviewed by Goldman-Rakic (1987) , we see that lesions of DLPFC impair memory saccades (i.e., PP without FEF cannot support prolonged spatial memory), while Schiller and Sandell's (1983) lesion studies indicate that the dynamic remapping can exist with only one of FEF or SC. This leads us to believe that the dynamic memory in PPqv is probably tuned to allow shifting and stationary targets to persist for approximately 500 msec from the time of their presentation to this area. This is enough time to support two or three quick sequential saccades, but not to support the memory saccade. In summary, our hypothesis here is that DLPFC, including FEF, receives dynamic motor map input from PPqv, and in turn provides sustained memory capability to PP. Guitton et al. (1990) , Pelisson et al. (1991) , and Munoz et al. (1991) go beyond the fixed head paradigm to consider how the head and eye motor plants cooperate, via SC and the vestibular system, to produce coordinated gaze control, but they do not address the roles of many conical and subcortical structures that are involved in the control of gaze. Again, Zipser and Andersen (1988) show how to tune a spatially accurate network model to yield "gain fields" wherein orbital position modulates the retinotopic coding of motor error, but they do not relate this to the time course of saccadic activities or to a specific anatomy. By including the interactions between cortex, basal ganglia, and thalamus in our model, we make explicit, testable statements about the roles of these structures in the control of saccades. In this sense, the model can evolve on the basis of new experimental results. Waitzman et al. (1988) observed a qualitative correlation between the spike density of intermediate SC cells and the motor error during a saccade, suggesting that SC codes ongoing motor error, rather than change in position for the complete saccade. The results of Pelisson et al. (1991) and Munoz et al. (1991) in cat indicate that during a saccade, collicular activity shifts continuously from the initial caudal representation of the desired eye displacement rostrally to the fixationrelated cells in the rostral pole of the colliculus. This suggests that during a gaze shift, in cat, the SC is continuously specifying motor error. To date, a shifting of activity in the presaccadic brainstem-projecting cells of primate SC in the head-fixed saccade paradigm has not been reported. It is not clear whether (1) the initial SC input to the brainstem completely specifies the saccade or (2) the SC continuously specifies the ongoing motor error as suggested by Waitzman et al (1988) and Pelisson et al. (1991) . Control of gaze typically involves both eye and head movement. The caudal to rostral shift in collicular activity has only been observed in the colliculus of cats during head-free gaze shifts, and has not to date been seen in head-fixed primate saccades. The segregation of collicular control of head and eye movement commands in primate may be such that the specification of saccade error is encoded and commanded in the initial collicular burst, while the ongoing trajectory of gaze error is specified in the shift of activity from caudal to rostral SC.
In conclusion, we have presented a model for primate saccade generation that includes not only SC and brainstem but also interactions of cortex, basal ganglia, and thalamus with the SC and brainstem. This evolving model supports extensive simulations and offers experimental predictions within a larger system-level framework than that provided by previous models With this, we turn to the formal specification of all parts of the model, save for the brainstem SG, which transforms topographic input from FEF and/or SC into the time course of motoneuron firing and thus of eye' movements.
Topographic Organization of the Retinal Input
The sampling of the visual input by the retina is given by
(1)
Here, Eyemove(VisInput, a, b)(i,j) = Vislnput(« + /, b + f) for -4 < i, j < 4; SACCADEMASK is a 9 x 9 mask whose elements are 1 when the eye velocity is less than 200°/sec, and 0 otherwise.
The visual pathway from retina to PP is simply reduced to 
while the retinal input to SC is modulated by the target fixation signal FOn: 
where .t, y is the central element of the mask, and q and rare constants with values 100 and 160, respectively. These values were determined to ensure that the QVMASK elements vary between -1 and 1 as required for a given velocity. This QVMASK represents the function of the S-type and r-type cells in the neural network shown in Figure 4 . QVMASK is then employed in = 6 msec = PP + QVMASK • PPqv
to yield a shift in topographic PPqv activity opposite but approximately equal to the current eye movement. The PP input allows retinal input (cf. Eq. 3) to update PPqv when this input is available. The FEFvis layer (the QV-like cell layer of FEF) and the SCqv layer of SC are both driven solely by PPqv:
Trap.,, = 6 msec 
We propose that reciprocal connection between FEF and MD implements the spatial memory 
where FEFvis initiates storage, the interaction with THmem sustains it, and the FOn term yields an increase in activity at removal of the fixation point. In addition to its reciprocal interaction with FEFmem, THmem receives input SNRmem from substantia nigra and SC Delay (which will be explained below): 
ElectricalStim is another 9x9 matrix into which we can place values that code, for a given time in a task, electrical stimulation corresponding to that used in compensatory saccades, and k\ defines the connection strength of the electrical stimulation. 
Superior ColHculus
The motor output of SC is then obtained by using a winner-take-all circuit to locate the peak of activity summed over the other three SC "layers" as long as this surpasses fixation-related inhibition: 7v = 6 msec S x := winner take all{2 -SCsup + 1. Since it is the interactions of the cortical and subcortical regions that generate the command to SG that is of interest here, we omit any specification of our model of the brainstem SG beyond the overview of Figure 3 However, we do provide a precise specification of our simulation of the neural networks in other regions. 2 We believe that the brain approximates a delayed position signal by using a damped signal. Even in cases where a perfect delayed signal would be preferable, the brain appears to approximate the delayed signal with a damped one (Dassonville et al., in press) This research was supported in part by N1H under Grant 7R01 NS24926 from NINCDS (M.A.A., principal investigator), Multidisciplinary Research Training in Gerontology Grant 2T32AG0037 from NIA, and a grant from the Human Frontier Research Program. Our warm thanks to Lucia Simo for her most constructive comments on earlier versions of the manuscript. We would also like to thank Madeleine Schlag-Rey, John Schlag, and Paul Dassonville for many opportunities to discuss their experiments and possible explanations; David Waitzman and Kenji Kawano for helpful comments on superior colliculus coding of motor error, and eye position information in the posterior parietal cortex, respectively; and David Sparks for comments on SC saccade coding and QV function.
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